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Since 1999, Ice.com has been the biggest little secret for jewelry lovers 
nationwide.  Always progressive but never more dynamic than now, Ice is 

truly the online destination jewelry house delivering over a thousand 
sensational styles, trend-forward collections and the essential must-haves in 

fine and fashionable jewelry.   
  

With over a quarter of a million Facebook fans and approximately 500,000 
unique visitors a month, Ice leads the jewelry industry in capturing customer 

insight, time sensitive data and in spotting emerging trends worldwide.    
 

About 

  



ICE BLACK DIAMOND STERLING SILVER LEVERBACK EARRINGS 
SKU:  ESY 102680  

Black diamonds are a sensation among women all over. These gorgeous teardrop earrings feature a full carat of the 
dazzling, color-enhanced stones which are set inside sleek sterling silver. Unique and elegant, they will add sparkle 

and style to any wardrobe.  



ICE BLACK DIAMOND HOOP EARRINGS SET IN STERLING SILVER 
SKU:  ESY 106665 

A stunning and dramatic pair of hoops. Crafted in gleaming sterling silver, these black diamond encrusted earrings 
have a simple, modern and elegant design. Black diamonds receive their dramatic tone through a special color 

enhancement process.  
 



ICE BLACK DIAMOND EARRINGS SET IN WHITE GOLD 
SKU:  EDX_121419 

Sizzle in a seductive shower of glittering black diamonds. 7 1/2 CT of Enhanced Black Diamonds sprinkle down 
dazzlingly on strands of 14K White Gold. Playful yet serious glamour. 

 



ICE BLACK SAPPHIRE & DIAMOND HEART PENDANT SET IN STERLING SILVER 
SKU:  PSY 110084  

Fire up the romance with this glorious heart-themed pendant. A traditional heart motif is delicately crafted in 
glistening sterling silver and set with 1 3/4 carats of deep black sapphires and a dainty diamond accent. A silver chain 

and black rhodium completes the look.  



ICE BLACK DIAMOND BEAD NECKLACE SET IN WHITE GOLD  
SKU:  NDX_121416 (2) 

A delicate compliment to the contours of any neckline, this single strand black diamond necklace is the perfect 
contrast of sweet and smoldering. 6 1/4 CT enhanced black diamonds are beaded daintily along a string of pure 14K 

White Gold. For a classic look, with an edge that gets noticed  
 



ICE BLACK AND WHITE DIAMOND BRACELET WITH BLACK RHODIUM SET IN STERLING SILVER 
SKU:  BDY_121423 

Style this sexy bracelet with your favorite LBD. 1 carat of glittery round cut white and color enhanced black 
diamonds glisten in a chic open design of sterling silver with black rhodium. 



ICE MORGANITE AND BLACK DIAMOND COCKTAIL RING SET IN PINK GOLD 
SKU:  RCC_017263 

With pink being the fashion favorite, morganite is a gem that is in demand. Its soft color ranges from clear pink to a 
lovely peach. This piece crafted in 14K rosy pink gold and studded with enhanced black diamonds made from a 

special irradiation process. 
 



ICE MORGANITE & DIAMOND PENDANT SET IN PINK GOLD 
SKU:  PCX_122042 

A radiant ribbon of white light and amber glow. 1/5 carat of scintillating white diamonds and 1 1/6 carats warmly hued 
morganite set in 10K pink gold make this looped pendant the heat in any outfit. Pendant comes on a pink gold chain. 

 



ICE PURPLE AND WHITE CZ FLOWER RING SET IN PINK RHODIUM PLATED STERLING SILVER 
RSY_121480 

Add eclectic edge to your outfits by pairing this bold rose ring from our Gallery 10 Collection with sparkly bangles 
in a similar style. Hot round cut purple and white cubic zirconias are set in rosy pink rhodium plated sterling silver. 

 



ICE PINK RHODIUM & STERLING SILVER BAND WITH DIAMONDS 
SKU:  RDY_121111 

The sweetly jumbled silhouette of this gorgeous ring combines sparkle with a hit of feminine charm. 5/8-carats of shimmery 
round diamonds are inset in gleaming sterling silver and pink rhodium. Wear this beauty to give chic staples a tousled vibe 



ICE PEACE SIGN PENDANT WITH DIAMONDS SET IN PINK GOLD 
SKU:  PDX_121352 

We love how cool girl glamour gets bohemian in this Peace pendant from our Rose Gold Collection. Dotted with 
1/10 carat of shimmery round diamonds in luxe 10K polished pink gold on a pink gold chain.  



ICE PINK MORGANITE & PINK SAPPHIRE RING SET IN PINK GOLD 
SKU:  RCX_121043 

Brighten your look for any season with this fresh ring that glows irresistibly with girly hues of pink. A combined 1 3/4 
Carats of dazzling oval morganite and round pink sapphires white diamond are set in luxe 14K pink gold. 

 



ICE CITRINE & GOLD EARRINGS 
SKU: ECC 105650  

Simple and classic, these versatile gemstone earrings are the perfect addition to any jewelry collection. Sunny 
yellow  10 carat citrine dangle delicately from sleek 14K yellow gold hooks. A great look for any occasion. 



ICE CITRINE & DIAMOND PENDANT 
SKU: PCX 110664  

Simple and classic, this versatile gemstone and diamond pendant is the perfect addition to any jewelry collection. 
Sunny yellow 7 carat citrine pairs with sparkling diamonds in gleaming 14K yellow gold. A versatile look for any 

occasion. 



ICE CITRINE & BLUE DIAMOND PENDANT 
SKU: PCC 105803  

Infuse your look with a blend of modern elegance and classic romance. Delicately crafted in 14K white gold, this 
stunning pendant showcases a lovely pear-shaped citrine centerpiece accented with enhanced blue diamonds. 

Wear something spectacular!. 



ICE GARNET EARRINGS SET IN STERLING SILVER 
SKU: ESY 107982  

Simple and classic, these versatile gemstone earrings are the perfect addition to any jewelry collection. Rich 3 carat 
red garnet gems are perfectly set in gleaming sterling silver and feature a secure prong backing. 



ICE GARNET & WHITE TOPAZ PENDANT SET IN STERLING SILVER 
SKU: PSY 107979  

Simple and classic, this versatile gemstone pendant is the perfect addition to any jewelry collection. This 4 carat rich 
red garnet and crystal clear white topaz gems are perfectly set in gleaming sterling silver. The perfect look for any 

occasion. 



ICE GARNET BRACELET SET IN STERLING SILVER 
SKU: BSW 110030  

A fabulous burst of plum, this garnet bracelet is rich in color and intrigue. Garnets are said to protect its bearer from 
evil and to deliver them through the night…with 43 ¾ carats, its safe to say you will be protected.  Set in sterling 

silver, this versatile piece is stunning. 



ICE Blue Topaz & Sapphire Pendant Set In Sterling Silver  
SKU: PSY 102297  

This 8 ¾ carat sky blue topaz with deep blue sapphires are on beautiful display in this gorgeous pendant. A classic 
design crafted in lustrous sterling silver is gracefully suspended on a delicate chain. 

 



ICE SKY BLUE TOPAZ, SAPPHIRE & DIAMOND RING SET IN WHITE GOLD 
SKU: RCC 102128 

This fairy-tale ring will become an important part of any collection. It features 4 3/8 carats of blue sapphire, sky-blue 
topaz and white diamonds. Give it for a gift and watch her eyes light up. 



ICE DRUZY BLUE AGATE AND BLUE SAPPHIRE RING SET IN BLUE RHODIUM & STERLING SILVER 
SKU:  RCY_121921 

This dramatic statement ring features a sparkling layer of very tiny crystals coating the surface of an oval shaped blue 
agate. The spectacular druzy finish meets rich round cut blue sapphires in glossy sterling silver with blue rhodium. 

 



ICE ZEBRA STRIPED BANGLE BRACELET IN STERLING SILVER 
SKU:  BSY_121958 

This sexy zebra striped bangle from our Animal Prints Collection looks so hot styled with red lips. Gleaming sterling 
silver is covered with a classic zebra striped pattern. 

 



ICE ZEBRA STRIPED HOOP EARRINGS IN STERLING SILVER  
SKU: ESY_121963 

Pair these glossy zebra striped hoops from our Animal Prints Collection with your favorite LBD. A flirty zebra print 
design wraps all the way around a sterling silver base 

 



ICE GREEN SNAKE PRINT HOOP EARRINGS SET IN STERLING SILVER  
SKU: ESY 121961  

Wear these evocative snake print hoops from our Animal Prints Collection with your hair long and tousled. Sterling 
silver is covered with a sexy green snake print design 



ICE GREEN SNAKE PRINTED BANGLE BRACELET 
SKU: BSY 121956  

Go edgy after dark with this hot bangle from our Animal Prints Collection. A shiny sterling silver bracelet is accented 
with a cool green snake print design.  

 



ICE LONDON BLUE TOPAZ STUD EARRINGS SET IN 14K YELLOW GOLD  
SKU: ECC_104744 

We love how the deep blue sheen of these sparkly studs look great with any outfit. 4 1/6 carats of cool London blue 
topaz gemstones are prong set in luxe 14K yellow gold. 

 



ICE  RHODOLITE STUD EARRINGS SET IN YELLOW GOLD 
SKU: ECC 104746  

Simple and classic, these versatile gemstone earrings are the perfect addition to any jewelry collection. Rich rhodolite 
gems are perfectly prong set in warm 14K yellow gold and feature a secure prong backing.  



ICE CZ STUD EARRINGS WITH JACKET SET IN STERLING SILVER 
SKU: ECY 121195  

These sexy studs add a ton of shine to every look. Featuring 24 1/2 carats of dazzling, round cut Cubic Zirconia 
engulfed by delicate accent stones and mounted in sleek sterling silver, why should you settle for anything less 

sparkly?  



ICE BLACK AND WHITE DIAMOND NECKLACE WITH BLACK RHODIUM IN STERLING SILVER  
SKU:  NDY_121455 

This sexy necklace from our Gray Mist Collection partners perfectly with your black leather jacket and skinny jeans. 
1/2 carat of fiery round cut white and enhanced black diamonds glitter on a sterling silver chain with black rhodium. 

 



ICE CZ DROP EARRINGS SET IN STERLING SILVER  
SKU:  ESY_121469 

We love these fancy drop earrings from our Gallery 10 Collection with tailored dresses. Glittery round cut cubic 
zirconias are encrusted in oval discs of cool polished sterling silver. 

 



ICE GREEN AND WHITE DIAMOND FLEUR DE LIS EARRINGS SET IN BLACK RHODIUM & STERLING SILVER 
SKU: EDY_121112 

Dazzling design is effortlessly infused with a powerful pop of color. 3/8-carats of brilliant, round-cut white and color-
enhanced green diamonds are bezel and pave set in crisp sterling silver and black rhodium. A dashing duo sure to 

grab the attention of every onlooker!  
 



ICE RED, GREEN & WHITE DIAMOND FLEUR DE LIS RING  
SET IN BLACK RHODIUM & STERLING SILVER WITH YELLOW GOLD PLATING  

SKU: RDX_121144 
The dazzling design of this Fleur De Lis ring is perfectly balanced with a brilliant pop of color. Glistening, round cut 

white and color enhanced green and red diamonds totaling 1 1/10 carats, are pave and bezel set in cool sterling 
silver with hints of black rhodium and warm yellow gold. 
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